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AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES

• Entering and viewing project elements  
in multiple systems negatively  
impacted productivity 

• Managing projects across a distributed 
workforce was difficult

• Informal processes lengthened  
response times

• Incomplete views into project tasks and 
resourcing created inefficiencies

BENEFITS

• Improved efficiency by 20%

• Increased team productivity by 10%

• Reduced process steps by nearly half

• Eliminated three distinct functional  
work tools
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Trendline Interactive 
streamlines processes, 
increases efficiency 20%
Leading email marketing firm replaces Basecamp 
project management, Harvest time tracking, 
and InVision design tools with single Workfront 
Agency Work Management solution to simplify and 
streamline processes.

Digital marketing interactions catalyze business success. Brands that 
understand how online communications drive purchasing decisions 
engage with Trendline Interactive to produce highly compelling 
email campaigns. Yet for the distributed Trendline Interactive team 
to continue to deliver complex, quality, tailored client campaigns on 
time and on budget, the agency needed to consolidate three project-
related tools into one and standardize processes. The agency 
accomplished both goals, improving business efficiency and team 
productivity with cloud-based Workfront Agency Work Management 
solution. 

Trendline Interactive is an independent marketing agency that 
combines primary research about consumers and marketing trends 
with practical experience to help great companies build great 
email programs. Its experienced team—working in locations across 
the U.S., including Austin, Texas; Portland, Oregon; and Chicago, 
Illinois—brings consumer insights to life through email by employing 
a full suite of strategic, creative, and technical services. A fast-paced 
business, Trendline Interactive continually looks at how to improve 
processes and documentation to meet zero-error quality goals. 

THE CHALLENGE

Trendline Interactive teams supported more than a thousand 
complex email campaigns in 2014. To fulfill client requests and meet 
agency needs, Trendline Interactive employees used three different 
systems. They managed project tasks and client communications 
in Basecamp, tracked time spent on project-related activities in 
Harvest, and enabled design annotations through InVision.

“We had three working systems but no interaction between them,” 
explains Molly Privratsky, director of Email Operations for Trendline 
Interactive. “Because our team members work on multiple client 
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“FOR OUR MORE THAN 200 
ACTIVE PROJECTS, THE 
WORKFRONT MARKETING 
WORK MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION IS THE 
AUTHORITY; IT’S THE ONE 
CONSISTENT PLACE THAT 
EVERYONE INPUTS ALL 
PROJECT DETAILS.”  

–Molly Privratsky, Director  
of Email Operations, 
Trendline Interactive

projects at once and we always have lots of moving parts, we needed 
a flexible, master communications tool. We needed one place to keep 
track of everything. We also wanted a solution that would provide us with 
resourcing visibility so we could see everyone’s capacity on any given day.”

Trendline Interactive evaluated six different tools, selecting the Workfront 
solution over the others because it was the most comprehensive and 
easiest to use. The Workfront Agency Work Management solution includes 
project and workflow management, time-tracking, digital proofing, and 
approval capabilities. The solution is also customizable, which was 
interesting to Trendline Interactive because the agency needed better 
visibility into multiple projects with longer timelines and bigger deliverables. 
With Workfront, the agency could accommodate multiple different 
templates and calendars, as well as standardize processes.

“Workfront was the best fit for the way we work,” says Privratsky. This 
provided Claudia with little of the visibility she needed to effectively 
manage her team. Unable to see how all of their projects lined up, the 
project managers usually found themselves taking on too many projects at 
once and, as a result, missing their deadlines. To make matters worse, PM’s would update their projects after the 
fact with inaccurate, incomplete data. This made it virtually impossible to see what was holding projects back or 
how late they were, track on-time metrics, or report progress to management. 
 

THE WORKFRONT SOLUTION

Trendline Interactive creates and manages different project templates and workflows within Workfront. Each 
campaign or promotion is set up with a project template, and includes a creative brief, which is hosted on Google 
Drive and accessible through a link in Workfront to authorized agency team members and clients. Client briefs 
include the all-important documentation required for a campaign, such as email links, tracking nuances, and 
technical set up. Similarly, Trendline Interactive leverages the Workfront integration with Google to enable clients 
and team members to annotate an unlimited number of creative campaign elements stored in their authorized 
creative folders on Google Drive. 

CONSOLIDATION OF ALL DETAILS 
IN ONE MASTER COMMUNICATION 
PLATFORM IMPROVES PROJECT 
VISIBILITY AND RESPONSE TIME.
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Prior to deploying Workfront, clients and agency staff wasted valuable time determining the locations of the 
most current files. Workfront and Google solution integration eliminated this unproductive back and forth while 
improving visibility and increasing efficiency.    

“Through Workfront and Google Drive, our team and our clients have immediate access to important 
documentation,” explains Privratsky. “They can see exactly what is being done and annotate changes in real 
time. Best of all, everyone knows which version is current.”

EASIER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT – Every client program requires the expertise of Trendline Interactive creative 
professionals, account managers, and technical staff. Yet until the agency deployed the cloud-based Workfront 
Agency Work Management solution, executives had difficulty assessing who was working on what projects, at 
what time, across the agency’s different locations. Workfront provides at-a-glance views of what team members 
have on their schedules, which makes it easy to assign or reassign tasks. With Workfront, Trendline Interactive 
management can better balance workloads.

According to Privratsky, “We are in the early stages of being able to see capacity more clearly. The growth 
we’ve seen in projects necessitates increased visibility and Workfront can help us organize employees in a more 
efficient way.”

Now that Trendline Interactive can create, run, and share real-time resource reports, the agency expects to use 
this information to inform future resourcing decisions. “There were no reporting capabilities in any of the other 
tools that we used. We expect the financial management features in Workfront to be very helpful to us in the 
coming months,” explains Privratsky.

STREAMLINED COMMUNICATIONS – The Workfront solution provides the views necessary to give everyone in the 
agency the information they need to work efficiently and collaboratively. It also supports granular notifications. 
Trendline Interactive employees use the solution for day-to-day team collaboration activities including updating 
project tasks, posting comments, and responding to requests. For example, when a project is ready for 
the quality assurance team to test an email, the project manager simply assigns the job through Workfront. 
Privratsky describes Workfront as the “master communication and collaboration tool” for Trendline Interactive. 
 

BENEFITS

Workfront has improved Trendline Interactive’s project visibility while enabling the agency to achieve the following 
benefits:

• 20% improvement in business efficiency – Trendline Interactive team members estimate they can see and 
respond to information 20% faster now because all project details are in Workfront. They also estimate that 
Workfront makes their client teams 20% more efficient because the solution makes it easier and faster to 
create timelines for statements of work, and because the organization of documents and versions is simpler 
in Workfront. 

• 10% increase in team productivity – Because Trendline Interactive has consolidated project management, 
time tracking, and creative reviews into one system, team members estimate a 10% productivity increase. 
They report project templates, fewer tabs open in a browser, and the ability to save previous versions and 
comments contribute to this overall savings. 

• Reduced process steps by nearly half – By standardizing project templates, Trendline Interactive reduced 
many of the steps previous processes required. “We’ve taken tasks off people’s plates,” says Privratsky. 
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront 

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style   
updates and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress   
and resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement

“I’d estimate we’ve slimmed core processes from 70 to 45 steps while making our approval process more 
formal.” 

• Eliminated three distinct functional tools  – Workfront enabled Trendline Interactive to eliminate three 
functional tools: Basecamp project management, Harvest time tracking, and InVision design tools. The single 
solution from Workfront saves agency staff time and effort. For example, designers who were unable to save 
all previous versions and comments through the InVision creative review tool due to space limitations can 
now do so in Workfront.

“Workfront gives us everything we need in one place to improve the way we manage client email projects,” 
concludes Privratsky.


